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1. INTRODUCTION 
In 1951 Timan [8] proved the following well-known theorem: 
THEOREM 1.1. For every function f continuous on [-1, 1 ] and any 
natural n there is an algebraic polynomial p,(f; .) of degree n such that for 





n n2 5 
where M is an absolute constant and o(f; 13) is the modulus of continuity of 
f: 
Today at least 20 different proofs of this theorem are known. A charac- 
teristic point of all these proofs is the construction of a sequence of algebraic 
polynomials for which inequality (1.1) is satisfied. To achieve this end, two 
different methods can be employed. 
The first method starts from a sequence (t,(g; a)),, N of trigonometric 
polynomials of degree n, defined for the function g(x) =f (cos x) by a 
suitable convolution operator with positive even kernel. Then by means of 
the substitution t = cos x one obtains a sequence (p,(f; e)),,, N of algebraic 
polynomials of degree n for which inequality (1.1) must be verified (cf., e.g., 
Timan [S] and Lorentz [4, pp. 65-691). 
The second method is to construct a sequence (p,(f; +))nsN of algebraic 
polynomials of degree n by means of a suitable interpolation process (cf. [2, 
3, 6, 7, 9, lo]). If one compares these two methods, one realizes that the 
proofs using the second method are very complicated. 
After surveying all the papers proving Timan’s theorem, the question 
arises whether one can find a new proof with the two properties of being very 
short and simple, and of yielding information on the absolute constant M in 
(1.1). Some progress in this direction has been made by Saxena [7]. 
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THEOREM 1.2. For every function f continuous on [-1, 1 ] and any 
natural I? there is an algebraic polynomial A,(f; +) of degree 4n + 2 such 
that for all t E [-1, 11, 
If(t) -A,(f; t)l< 384 [w (f; 7) +u (f$)]. (1.2) 
However, in our opinion the proof of this theorem is very complicated and 
much too long. Moreover, the constant in (1.2) is surely not the best one. 
Thus, the purpose of this paper is to give a good positive answer to the 
above question. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
DEFINITION 2.1. For every function f continuous on [- 1, 1 ] and any 
natural n, the operator G,(,, is defined by 
G,,,,(f; t) := i JI f (cos(arccos t + 0)) K,(,,(v) du, 
s 
(2.1) 
where the kernel K,,,(,, is a trigonometric polynomial of degree m(n) with the 
following properties: 
6) Kn(n, is positive and even; 
(ii) ST, KmCn,(v) dv = 71, i.e., G,,,,(l; t) = 1 for t E I-1, 11; 
(iii> K,(,, is an approximate identity, i.e., 
Remarks. (1) Let fE Cl-l, I]. Then G,,,(,,(f; +) is an algebraic 
polynomial of degree m(n). 
(2) We can write 
m(n) 
K,(,,(v) = f + 1 ~k,m(n) ~0s kv, u E [-7r, 711. (2.2) 
k=l 
LEMMA 2.2. We have 
G,(,,((v - 0’; t) = t’[; - 2~~,mcn, + f~z,mcn,l 
+ (1 - t2) f<l -Pz,m(n) ) for all t E 1-1, 11. (2.3) 
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ProoJ For t E [-1, l] we have 
G,J(v - t)*; t) = i ,fI (cos(arccos t + u) - t)* K,(,,(u) dv 
7% 
=- ; j;, (t cos v - dm sin v - t)* K,,,(,Ju) dv 
[t’(l - cos 0)’ + (1 - t*) sin* u 
R 
+ I dm 2( 1 - cos u) sin u] Kmc,,,(u) du 
= + j; [t’(l - 2 cos u + cos* 0) 
n 
+ (1 - t*) sin* v] K,,,Ju) dv 
==+ j; [r’(l-2 cos u + $(l + cos 2u)) 
I 
+ (1 - t*) f( 1 - cos 2u)] &JO) dv 
= f2[3 - 2P,,rn(“) + tP*,mc”,l 
+ (1 - f2) $0 -Pzm~J. I 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (LJnsN be a sequence of positive linear operators 
mapping C[- I, 1 ] into C[- 1, 1 ] with the property 
L,(l;t)= 1, t E I-1, 11. 
Then for allfE C[-1, I] and all t E [-I, l] we haue 
IL”(fi t) -fWl < 2w-; %W), 
where a,(t) is defined by 
a;(t) = L,((u - t)2; t), rE [-1, 11. 
A proof of Theorem 2.3 is given in [ 1, p. 281. 
3. RESULTS 
(2.4) 
THEOREM 3.1. For every function fE C[-1, 1 ] and any natural n there 
is an algebraic polynomial H,(f; .) of degree 3n - 3 such that for all 
I E [-I, l] 
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I.04 - Ha-; t)l< 20 (.gy+gq f 9 
< 4 [w (f;$) + w (f; F)]. (3.1) 
ProoJ: Let us consider the operator 
H,(f; t) = + J: f(cos(arccos t + u)) K,,-,(v) dv 
n 
with the kernel 
K,“-,(U) = lo 
n( 1 ln4 + 5n2 t 4) 
3n-3 
= $ + T’ Pk,3”-) cos ku. 
kz1 
Then, by [S, p. 141, we have 
lln4-%I*-6 1 ln4 - 35n2 t 24 
P 1,3n-3 = 1 ln4 + 5nz + 4 ’ P2.3”-3 = lln4+5n2+4 ’ 
and thus by means of Lemma 2.2 
H”((U - t)*; 4 = 1 ln4 :4’;* + 4 + 







From (3.2) the result of Theorem 3.1 follows immediately by an application 
of Theorem 2.3. m 
THEOREM 3.2. For every function fE Cl-l, 11 and any natural n there 
is an algebraic polynomial H,(f; a) of degree 2n - 2 such that for all 
t E [-1, l] 
dc7 n ) 
,<4w (f;$)t4w (f; y ,. (3.3) 
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Proof. Let K,,-, be Jackson’s kernel 
K,,-,(v) =2n(2n:+ 1) (;z;;)‘=i+ ~,zp,,,.-,coskv 
with 
2n3 - 2n 2n3-lln+9 
P 1,h-2 = zn3 + n ) P2.2+2 = 2n2+n . 
Thus, for the corresponding operator of type (2.1) we have 
HJ(V - Q2; t) = 4n;T 2n + (12n - 9)(1 - t2) 
4n3 + 2n 
< 
I 
3 IfI 2F+Jjyjz. I (3.4) 
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